___________________
Choose some of the dependent and independent clauses below. Link
them together to form complex sentences.
although he/she was hungry
even though it was raining outside
because he/she cared
in addition to her math homework
since it was already 9:00pm
since it was Saturday
so that her/his mom would be happy
before the sun came up
Lauren played her guitar
Austin cleaned his room
Mrs. Corbett decided to go to bed
Renee completed her summary
Thomas helped the crying little girl
Joey decided to sleep in
the mailman delivered all the letters
Inari worked on her project
Timmy gave his little brother a snack first Yossi played with his gecko
the little old man mowed the lawn
the library was closed
Noah ate all his vegetables
the rooster crowed two times
the man refused to use his umbrella
Emily gave her cat a bath
Write 4 complex sentences on the lines below:

Sample Answer Key

Choose some of the dependent and independent clauses below. Link
them together to form complex sentences.
although he/she was hungry
even though it was raining outside
because he/she cared
in addition to her math homework
since it was already 9:00pm
since it was Saturday
so that her/his mom would be happy
before the sun came up
Lauren played her guitar
Austin cleaned his room
Mrs. Corbett decided to go to bed
Renee completed her summary
Thomas helped the crying little girl
Joey decided to sleep in
the mailman delivered all the letters
Inari worked on her project
Timmy gave his little brother a snack first Yossi played with his gecko
the little old man mowed the lawn
the library was closed
Noah ate all his vegetables
the rooster crowed two times
the man refused to use his umbrella
Emily gave her cat a bath
Write 4 complex sentences on the lines below:
Although he was hungry, Joey decided to sleep in.

The little old man mowed the lawn even though it was raining outside.

In addition to her math homework, Inari worked on her project.

Because she cared, Emily gave her cat a bath.

